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Abstract: Characterization, inventory and monitoring trends of animal genetic resources of local 

breeds are crucial factors for the development of conservation strategies. Using genealogical infor-

mation, the genetic diversity of five Spanish local bovine breeds located in the northwest of Spain 

in the region of Galicia, and called in the past Morenas Gallegas (Cachena, Caldelá, Frieiresa, Limiá 

and Vianesa), has been analysed. The results achieved a good quality of pedigree records in terms 

of integrity and deepness. In spite of the low census of the five breeds, (no more or even less than 

one thousand animals), the strategies developed for genetic diversity conservation since the end of 

the last century revealed positive results. An increase of generation intervals, the use of reproductive 

technologies and a higher animal exchange between herds are some strategies suggested to preserve 

the genetic diversity of the five Galician bovine breeds analysed 
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effective size; inbreeding 

 

1. Introduction 

The knowledge of the genetics factors that increase the risk of extinction of a popu-

lation and the strategies to minimize such risks are crucial factors in the conservation of 

the Animal Genetic Resources (AnGR) [1]. Main factors to be considered in genetic con-

servation programs are the inbreeding depression, that mainly affect to reproductive and 

survival traits, the loss of genetic variability, that decreases the ability of the populations 

to adapt to environmental changes, or particularly in small size breeds the genetic drift 

that reduces the genetic variability of the populations [2]. Other non-genetic factors can 

have a negative impact on the conservation of AnGR, such as the global spread of a few 

highly productive breeds especially in the last 50 years, like the Holstein-Frisian dairy 

breed. This global diffusion is endangering many local populations which are less pro-

ductive but well adapted to the local environment [3]. Interest in these local breeds has 

grown in recent years because their local adaption will become more important for the 

adaption to climate change, for food supply or as a principal component of many farming 

systems [4]. 

In the northwest of Spain, in the region of Galicia, there are located a racial group of 

five local cattle breeds called in the past Morenas Gallegas (Figure 1), with a long process 

of local adaption to a particular orography and environmental conditions, and linked to 
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the history of their habitation [5]. Since the first archaeological evidence of pastoral activ-

ities in Galicia, approximately five to six thousand years ago, the pastoral practices reflect 

their adaption to the specific Galician geography [6]. In the 17th century there were more 

than a million individual cattle distributed in small familiar farms, and until 1891 there 

were virtually no foreign breeds in Galicia. There was no production selection pressure 

because livestock breeds were multipurpose (meat, milk and work) [6]. However, a few 

decades ago the most relevant farming changes began, which explain the current endan-

gered classification of the five cattle breeds: the introduction of foreign breeds that altered 

the use of lands, changed the production system in local populations and favored the ex-

odus from villages to cities [7]. As a consequence, in the second half of the 20th century 

the five Galician bovine breeds were at clear risk of extinction. The first conservation pro-

grams, in order to preserve the valuable genetic resource of Morenas Gallegas bovine 

breeds, were launched the 1990s [8]. Currently, the five cattle breeds Cachena, Caldelá, 

Limiá, Vianesa and Frieiresa, are classified as endangered and their census ranges from 

less than one thousand (Frieiresa) to a few thousand (Cachena) (Table 1). A study evalu-

ating the impact of conservation programs in livestock breeds from different European 

countries evidenced the positive tendency of the demographic parameters of the five Ga-

lician bovine breeds as a consequence of the conservation plan [9]. 

Table 1. Pedigree records of the five Galician bovine breeds. N animals are the live animals regis-

tered in the herdbook of each breed in 2021. ECG: Equivalent Complete Generation; IC: Index of 

completeness from generation 1 to 5; GI: Generation Interval. Reference population refers to those 

animals born since 2017 to 2021. 

    Cachena Vianesa Caldelá Limiá Frieiresa 

N animals/ N of 

herds 
5564/168 3097/66 1517/43 1521/39 931/23 

Population 

records 

Total Reference Total Reference Total Reference Total Reference Total Reference 

28204 7592 14159 4288 9378 2383 5802 2051 4441 1212 

ECG 4.2 5.3 3.7 4.7 4.1 5.1 3.7 4.5 3.8 4.8 

IC 

1 0.98 1 0.96 1 0.97 1 0.97 1 0.96 1 

2 0.93 0.98 0.88 0.97 0.92 0.99 0.90 0.98 0.90 0.99 

3 0.83 0.96 0.75 0.89 0.83 0.97 0.76 0.91 0.79 0.98 

4 0.68 0.88 0.57 0.76 0.66 0.89 0.55 0.74 0.60 0.87 

5 0.45 0.72 0.34 0.58 0.43 0.70 0.32 0.52 0.34 0.62 

GI 

Father-Son 6.1 5.9 7.5 5.7 7.4 8 8.6 6.8 9 8 

Father-

Daughter 
5.2 6.1 5.7 6.1 5.7 6.7 6.7 5.9 6.5 6.6 

Mother-

Son 
6.5 8 6.9 7.8 6.1 8 6.8 6.5 6.4 7.5 

Mother-

Daughter 
6.3 7.6 6.4 7.6 6.2 7.2 6.3 8 6.5 9 

Average 5.8 6.9 6.2 6.9 6.1 7.1 6.6 6.9 6.6 7.8 
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Figure 1. Individuals of the five Galician bovine breeds Cachena, Caldelá, Frieiresa, Limiá and Via-

nesa. 

Recent DNA analysis of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) has evidenced clear 

genetic differences among Morenas Gallegas bovine breeds and their genetic uniqueness 

[10]. Their close geographic distribution is the main reason to classify them as a unique 

racial group more than genetic reasons. In addition to DNA molecular markers, pedigree 

analysis has been widely used to assess the genetic diversity of populations, and to esti-

mate key parameters for development of conservation programs of AnGR [11–13]. In-

breeding coefficient, effective size, generation intervals or relatedness between individu-

als and probability of gene origin parameters have been used to analyse how the original 

gene pool has been maintained across generations and the main causes of their losses [14–

17]. In spite of pedigree, analysis accuracy is highly dependent of the quality and deepness 

of the information; genealogical analysis is a useful approach for evaluating the effects of 

demographic events on the genetic diversity of populations. In addition to the genomic 

analysis recently done in the five Galician bovine breeds, pedigree analysis would provide 

powerful information that complements genomic analysis. 

The aim of the paper is to analyse the genetic diversity of the five Galician local cattle 

breeds, called in the past Morenas Gallegas, using their available genealogical information 

2. Materials and Methods 

Pedigree records were obtained from the official studbooks (Federacion de Razas Au-

toctonas de Galicia (BOAGA)) of the five analysed breeds Cachena, Caldelá, Limiá, 

Frieiresa and Vianesa for those animals born until 2021. A reference population was de-

fined as the calves born after 2017. After editing the complete genealogical information, 

the total number of genealogical records for each breed and for the reference population 

is shown in Table 1. The analyses were grouped as follows. 

2.1. Pedigree Quality and Generation Interval (GI) 

The quality of the pedigree was estimated with the Index of Completeness (IC), de-

fined as the proportion of ancestors known in each ascending generation [18]. The number 

of the Equivalent Complete Generations (ECG) is defined as the sum of overall known 

ancestors of the terms computed (1/2)n, where n is the number of generations separating 

the individual to each known ancestor [19]. The generation intervals were calculated for 

the four pathways (father-son, father-daughter, mother-son and mother-daughter) fol-

lowing the procedure describe by Lacy (1989) [20]. The average generation interval for 

each population is defined as the average of the 4 pathways. 
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2.2. Inbreeding Coefficient (F), Average Relatedness (AR), Increase in Inbreeding (ΔF) and 

Effective Population Size (Ne) 

The inbreeding coefficient is defined as the probability that two alleles of an individ-

ual at any locus was identical by descent. Relatedness is the probability that an allele ran-

domly chosen from the whole population in the pedigree belongs to a given animal. The 

increase in inbreeding was estimated as (Ft − Ft−1)/(1 − Ft−1), where Ft is the average inbreed-

ing coefficient of the animals born in the las generation. Ft − 1 was calculated as Ft − b × GI, 

where b was the regression coefficient of the individual inbreeding on the year born (ΔFy), 

or on the equivalent complete generation (ΔFECG). Finally, the effective population size 

then was computed as: 

𝑁𝑒 =
1

2∆𝐹
 (1) 

The inbreeding coefficient after 50 years was estimated as: 

𝐹50 = 1 − (1 − ∆𝐹)𝑔 (2) 

where g is the resulting number of generations after 50 years. F50 was computed based on 

ΔFy and ΔFECG. 

An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for the inbreeding coefficient of the entire and 

reference population, for the inbred animals, for the animals with F > 6.25 and for the 

average relatedness was done using the SAS proc general linear models. Means were sep-

arated following the method of Duncan multiple range test and differences at a p < 0.05 

were considered to be statistically significant. 

2.3. Probability of Gene Origin 

The effective number of founders that equally contribute to produce the same genetic 

diversity as the population under study was computed: 

𝑓𝑒 =
1

∑ 𝑞𝑘
2𝑓

𝑘=1

 (3) 

where 𝑞𝑘
2 is the probability origin of 𝑘 ancestor [14]. 

The effective number of ancestors is the minimum number of ancestors, founders or 

not, that explain the total genetic variability of the population and was estimated: 

𝑓𝑎 =
1

∑ 𝑞𝑗
2𝑛

𝑗=1

 (4) 

where 𝑞𝑗
2 is the marginal contribution of 𝑗 ancestor [14]. 

The number of founder genome equivalents (𝑓𝑔) represents the number of founders 

with equal contributions, that explain the genetic diversity of the population under study 

and no occurring loss of alleles [21]. It was computed following Caballero and Toro (2000) 

[22] procedures as the inverse of twice the average co-ancestry of the animals of the refer-

ence population. 

The influence of the different sources that explain the loss of genetic diversity from 

the founder population to the present day (bottlenecks) can be estimated from the param-

eters previously describe: 𝑓𝑎, 𝑓𝑒 and 𝑓𝑔. 

The ratio 𝑓𝑎/𝑓𝑒 measures the effects of the bottlenecks from the founders to the pre-

sent population. Values close to 1 indicate low genetic diversity losses due to bottlenecks. 

Furthermore, from 𝑓𝑒  and 𝑓𝑔  parameters, different diversity parameters can be esti-

mated given information about the main causes of genetic diversity losses. 

The loss of genetic diversity since the founder population due to bottlenecks and ge-

netic drift was estimated as 1-GD (Genetic Diversity), GD being: 

𝐺𝐷 = 1 −
1

2𝑓𝑔
 (5) 

The loss of genetic diversity due to the unequal contribution of founders was com-

puted as 1-GD*: 
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𝐺𝐷∗ =
1

2𝑓𝑒
 (6) 

Finally, the loss of genetic diversity due to genetic drift over non founder generations 

is GD*-GD, and can also be estimated as the inverse of twice the effective number of non-

founders (𝑓𝑛𝑒) [20,22,23]. 

The software packages PEDIG [24] and ENDOG V4.8 [25] were used to analyse the 

pedigree information. 

3. Results 

The evolution of the animals registered in the studbooks evidenced a positive ten-

dency since 2000, except for the period 2011 to 2014 that decreased proportionally to their 

census in the five breeds analysed (Figure 2). During this period, agricultural subsidies of 

the EU disappeared, and it is well known that local breeds are dependent on those subsi-

dies. In such conditions, farmers replace their animals with others from more productive 

breeds, and also increase the non-registration of births. 

 

Figure 2. Census evolution of the five Galician bovine breeds. 

The IC ranged from 96% to 75% for the entire population and from 100% to 89% for 

the reference population in the fourth first generations. The Cachena breed showed the 

highest ECG value of 5.3, and Limiá the lowest of 4.5 (Table 1). 

The GI ranged from 5.8 in Cachena to 6.6 in Limiá and Frieiresa. For the reference 

population, the GI was similar for all the breeds (≈7), except for Frieiresa which was higher 

(8) (Table 1). The GI was higher for the reference population than the total population, 

with few exceptions, and for the Limiá breed which decreased in three of the four path-

ways. 

The inbreeding coefficients ranged from 4.2 to 5.6 for the reference population, being 

relatively similar to co-ancestry values for Cachena, Caldelá and Vianesa, and slightly 

higher for Fieiresa and Vianesa (Table 2; Supplementary Table S1). In all the breeds, more 

than two thirds of the animals show inbreeding coefficients different than 0, and ranged 

from 14 to 24% when higher than 6.25%. The percentage of high inbred matings was 

higher than 6% for all the populations, and Caldelá achieved the highest value (7.9%). 
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Table 2. Different Inbreeding and average relatedness parameters. Percentage of highly inbred mat-

ing in the five Galician bovine breeds. Different letters indicate statistically significant differences at 

p < 0.05. Reference population refers to those animals born since 2017 to 2021. 

 Cachena Vianesa Caldelá Limiá Frieiresa 

Inbreeding (%) Total Population 3.1 c 3.1 c 4 a 4.1 a 3.7 b 

Inbreeding (%) Reference Population 4.3 4.2 5.6 5.2 5.1 

Percentage of Inbreeding Animals 77.4 69.8 79.2 73.2 76.4 

Inbredding (%) Inbred Animals 4 a 4.5 b 5.1 c 5.6 d 4.8e 

Percentage Animals F > 6.25 14.4 16.0 20.5 24.1 19.5 

Inbredding Animals F > 6.25 17.5 a 17.3 a 15.5 b 14.7c 14.1 c 

Average Reladtedness (%) 3.5 e 4 d 5.6 c 7.3 a 6.8b 

Matings (%) 

Half-sibs 2.2 2.4 3.2 2.9 2.1 

Parent-offspring 4.6 3.6 4.7 4.7 4.6 

Total 6.8 6.0 7.9 7.6 6.7 

The effective population size considering the pedigree content (ΔFECG) was below 50 

on all the breeds analysed, and was higher than 50 in Cachena, Caldelá and Vianesa when 

was calculated from ΔFy. The increase in inbreeding after 50 years achieved higher differ-

ences when was estimated from ΔFy (range: 6.3–9.1) than with ΔFECG (range: 8–9.8) (Table 

3). 

Table 3. Effective population size based on year of birth and on Equivalent Complete Generations 

of the five Galician bovine breeds. 

 Ne F50 

ΔFy ΔFECG ΔFy ΔFECG 

Cachena 52 45 7.2 8.3 

Vianesa 58 48 6.7 8 

Caldelá 65 46 6.3 8.8 

Limiá 42 40 9.1 9.5 

Frieiresa 40 37 9.1 9.8 

The four parameters of gene origin (𝑓𝑎, 𝑓𝑒, 𝑓𝑔 and effective number of non-founders) 

show a similar pattern in the breeds analysed. Cachena showed the highest values, while 

Limiá and Frieiresa showed the lowest values, and were very similar among them. 

Caldelá and Vianesa achieved intermediate values, but Caldelá was closer to Cachena, 

and Vianesa was closer to Limiá and Frieiresa (Table 4). 

In all the breeds analysed, the ratio 𝑓𝑎/𝑓𝑒 was closer to 1, suggesting similar contri-

butions of ancestors and founders, and no evident signal of bottlenecks effects. However, 

the differences among 𝑓𝑔 with respect to 𝑓𝑎, and 𝑓𝑒 would highlight genetic drift effects 

on the loss of genetic diversity. In addition, the loss of genetic diversity due to non-

founder generations was at least twice than that of founder generations. Furthermore, 

Limiá and Frieiresa were the breeds with higher losses of genetic diversity from founder 

generations. Cachena and Vianesa were the breeds with a higher number of ancestors 

contributing to the gene pool of the current reference population (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Probability of gene origin parameters and ancestor contribution of the five Galician bovine 

breeds. 

 Cachena Vianesa Caldelá Limiá Frieiresa 

fe 45 43 32 26 26 

fne 18.9 15.7 10.9 8.4 8.7 

fa 41 33 25 22 22 

fg 13.3 11,2 7.9 6.3 6.4 

fa/fe 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0,9 

1-GD 3.8 4.5 6.3 7.9 7.8 

1-GD* 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.0 2.1 

GD-GD* 2.6 3.2 4.6 5.9 5.7 

Ancestors 

contribution 

25% 6 4 4 3 4 

50% 14 12 9 8 8 

75% 32 35 18 18 16 

90% 68 76 30 38 26 

Robertson (1953) [26] classified the herds of a breed according to their genetic flow. 

Those herds that use their own sires and also sell them are classified as “nucleus”, and are 

the drivers of the genetic progress, with the remaining herds reflecting the genetic com-

position of the nucleus herd. The “multipliers” herd multiply the genes of the nucleus 

herd and pass them to other herds, so there are herds that use purchased sires, sell them, 

and also have the option to use their own sires. Finally, the “commercial” herds never sell 

their own sires, so they use purchased and owned sires. The Robertson herd classification 

of a breed can evidence to what extent a breed followed the model nucleus-multiplier-

commercial model of genetic progress. Within each breed, the herd management evi-

denced that none of them can be considered as nucleus or isolated (Table 5). Among the 

herds that sell males, the number of herds that also use their own males is greater than 

the ones that never use their own males (nucleus type A and B), except for the breed Limiá 

which is the opposite. However, in Cachena breed this difference is higher than in the 

other three breeds (Caldelá, Frieiresa and Vianesa). Among the commercial herds (no sell-

ing of males and purchase them) those that use their own males are fewer in number than 

those that use them, in all the breeds analysed. It is remarkable that in Caldelá, Limiá, 

Frieiresa and Vianesa the most common management of the herds entails no selling, and 

use their own males, so the male genetic progress comes from the purchase of males from 

other herds. In Cachena, more than 50% of their herds use their own males and also sell 

and purchase them (Table 5). 

Table 5. Number of herds of the five Galician bovine breeds classified as Nucleus, Multiplier, Com-

mercial and Isolated, according to Robertson (1953). UPB: Herds using purchased sires; UOB: Herds 

using their own sires; SB: Herds selling bulls used as sires; NH: Number of herds per herd type; 

PPB: Percentage of purchased sires. 

        Cachena Caldelá Frieiresa Limiá Vianesa 

Type UPB UOB SB NH PPB NH PPB NH PPB NH PPB NH PPB 

Nucleus No Yes Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Multipliers_1 Yes Yes Yes 171 0.45 26 0.67 10 0.51 11 0.70 30 0.67 

Multipliers_2 Yes No Yes 25 1 15 1 6 1 17 1 24 1 

Commercial_1 Yes Yes No 40 0.61 9 0.80 3 0.4 2 0.74 11 0.83 

Commercial_2 Yes No No 79 1 43 1 30 1 37 1 50 1 

Isolated No Yes No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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4. Discussion 

The programs for conservation of Morenas Gallegas bovine breeds that began in the 

1980s have favoured a greater completeness of the pedigree records than in other Spanish 

autochthonous bovine breeds that later began such activities [6]. As a consequence, the 

genetic diversity parameters that are sensitive to the quality and quantity of the infor-

mation, e.g., inbreeding coefficient can be considered reliable. It is remarkable that the 

ECG of the five cattle breeds is higher than that in other autochthonous Spanish beef cattle 

breeds, as the nine cattle breeds analyses by Cañas-Alvarez et al. (2014) [27] and González-

Cano et al. (2022) [13] ranged from 1 in Bruna dels Pirineus to 4.6 in Pirenaica. 

The increase of the generation interval (GI) from the total population to the reference 

population shown a good tendency in the last years for the Mother-Son, Mother-Daughter 

and Father-Daughter paths. However, the Father-Son path has decreased in the five Gali-

cian bovine breeds (except for Caldelá), revealing an earlier substitution of breeding males 

for their sons. So, for the short term, two approaches that could improve the conservation 

of the genetic diversity should be (1) an increase of the Father-Son path, and (2) the devel-

opment of strategies to avoid matings between close relatives, and as a consequence de-

creasing the current percentage of high inbred matings, as well as increasing the genera-

tion intervals. It is well known that an increase of GI negatively affects the genetic gain 

per unit of time, but also increases the effective population size and decreases the annual 

rate of inbreeding, which are more relevant parameters for conservation programs. How-

ever, the marketability of their products (as labelling schemes that increase consumer con-

fidence) associated with extensive systems and use of local resources could minimize the 

effect of the lower genetic gain on cost effectiveness. 

Average relatedness (AR) and inbreeding coefficients (F) are main indicators of the 

genetic health of a population. The five Galician bovine breeds achieved F and AR values 

higher than those in other Iberian Peninsula bovine breeds [28], but lower than the major-

ity of Portuguese bovine beef breeds [11]. The comparison between breeds must be done 

with caution due to differences in the integrity and quality of the pedigree records be-

tween them. Low pedigree integrity and quality favour the underestimation of F and AR 

values, and could explain the differences among the five Galician cattle breeds and other 

Iberian Peninsula bovine breeds which are similar in terms of census or management sys-

tems. However, F, AR, percentage of inbred animals or high frequency of inbred mating 

values in the five Galician bovine breeds suggest the need to control the inbreeding evo-

lution. In addition, the Ne and ∆𝐹 show worse values than those of other Iberian Penin-

sula bovine breeds when the pedigree content was taken into consideration [11,27,28]. 

Furthermore, all the Ne are below 50, so ∆𝐹 per generation is higher or equal to 1%, 

which is the limit recommended by the FAO to avoid, at least in the midterm, the negative 

effects of inbreeding depression [29]. As expected, the breeds with a higher census, 

Cachena and Vianesa, achieved the highest values for Ne among the five Galician bovine 

breeds. It is remarkably that Limiá has lower Ne than Caldelá, in spite of their having a 

similar census. Historically, Limiá has had a lower census than Caldelá, and since the year 

2000 has increased significantly but from a smaller population than in Caldelá, which has 

remained constant, explaining that Ne result. 

A recent analysis of the genetic diversity of the five Galician bovine breeds using 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) evidenced equal or higher levels of genetic di-

versity than other Iberian Peninsula bovine breeds, except for Frieiresa which showed 

higher inbreeding coefficients (≈11%) [10]. The most common parameter used to estimate 

the inbreeding coefficient from SNP molecular markers is based on Runs of Homozy-

gosity (ROH), and several authors have concluded that inbreeding based on genealogical 

records are moderately to lowly correlated with ROH inbreeding estimations when the 

pedigree is relatively complete [30–33]. Furthermore, ROH has been described as more 

accurate in estimating the proportion of a genome shared by two individuals than genea-

logical records [34]. However, genealogical information is a powerful tool to analyse the 
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genetic diversity of livestock populations, as molecular markers, and both are mutually 

supportive. 

The probability of gene origin parameters assesses how an original gene pool has 

been maintained across generations and it is not so dependent on quality pedigree depth 

[14]. Additionally, the relationship among such parameters can explain the main reasons 

for the genetic diversity losses through generations. The effective number of founders and 

ancestors of the five Galician bovine breeds is lower than those in other autochthonous 

Iberian Peninsula bovine breeds [11]. However, the relationship among both parameters 

is close to one, and higher in the five Galician bovine breeds. While among the Galician 

bovine breeds the Ne effective size is a consequence of a low number of founders (but 

have contributed in a balanced way to next generations), in other Iberian Peninsula breeds 

the Ne is a consequence of an unequal contribution of founders through generations, as 

revealed by the ratio 𝑓𝑎/𝑓𝑒, which is greater than one. The existence of a conservation pro-

gram and the lack of a selection program has probably favoured the balanced contribution 

of founders in the five Galician bovine breeds. As a consequence, the main reason for ge-

netic variability losses is the genetic drift due to the low census of the five Galician bovine 

breeds, rather than bottlenecks. The low number of founder genomes is a common result, 

even in cosmopolitan breeds with a higher census [35,36]. 

The genetic herd structure of the breeds shows a certain degree of genetic exchange 

among them, as reflected by the fact that the number of herds that use their own breeding 

animals is lower than those that do not, except for Cachena. However, in Frieiresa the 

number of herds selling breeding animals is lower (33%) than those that do not (67%), 

while the remaining breeds are balanced. A strategy that favours an increase in herds sell-

ing breeding animals should slow down the inbreeding ratios, being especially profitable 

in Frieirisa breed, evidenced by the higher inbreeding coefficients. 

Since the last quarter of the 20th century, the five Galician bovine breeds analysed 

(Cachena, Caldelá, Limiá, Frieiresa and Vianesa) have been included in the past in a racial 

group called Morenas Gallegas. Our results, in agreement with those from molecular 

markers, have evidenced a certain degree of uniqueness of each of the five breeds. 

Cachena and Vianesa showed higher levels of genetic diversity as a consequence of their 

higher census, Caldelá intermediate values and Limiá and Frieiresa lower values. It is re-

markable that, as has been mentioned previously, Limiá has a census similar to Caldelá 

but lower genetic diversity due to a recent demographic expansion from a smaller popu-

lation than Caldelá (Figure 2). Also, management of the herds resulted in differences 

among them. In Cachena breed the exchange of genetic material among herds is assured 

as reflect by the fact that more than 50% of the herds use their own breeding animals, but 

also purchase and sell them. In the remaining bovine breeds analysed (Caldelá, Limiá, 

Frieiresa and Vianesa), more than 50% of the herds not use their own breeding animals 

and must purchase them. This strategy of exchanging genetic material among herds could 

slow down the increase of the inbreeding rate of the next generations. More herds selling 

their breeding animals will positively affect the evolution of the inbreeding rate. While in 

Caldelá, Limia and Vianesa, the number of selling herds is approximately 50%, in Frieiresa 

the number decreases to 33%. As is well known, strategies promoting the exchange of 

genetic material among herds could be a suitable method of AnG conservation. 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, the genetic diversity of the five Galician bovine breeds estimated from 

pedigree records achieved higher values than expected, even in breeds with a census 

lower than one thousand animals. The main reason for genetic diversity losses is genetic 

drift, so in order to increase the effective size and to slow down such losses, several actions 

could be implemented or strengthened: (1) increase the generation interval, as it has been 

in the last generations, (2) use reproductive technologies, such as artificial insemination 

to increase genetic exchange among herds and the number of sires used, (3) increase the 
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number of herds that sell breeding animals, and (4) promote breeding practices among 

animals with minimum relatedness. 

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: 

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/d15020252/s1, Table S1: Frequencies of the inbreeding coef-
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